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Point flexagons were discovered in 2007 by Scott Sherman [1]. In a point flexagon 

adjacent leaves are connected at vertices by point hinges. Ideally, a point hinge 

permits relative rotation between the two leaves, but not relative twisting. In paper 

models of point flexagons point hinges are approximated by paper strips. However, 

paper models of point flexagons are not photogenic. For example, Figure 1 shows a 

main position of a paper model of the fundamental triangle point flexagon [2]. This is 

the simplest triangle point flexagon. The equilateral triangles in the fundamental 

triangle point flexagon can be replaced by identical triangles of any shape without 

affecting the behaviour provided that the triangles are arranged so that they overlap 

exactly in intermediate positions. 

 

 
Figure 1. Main position of a paper model of the fundamental triangle point flexagon. 

 

The appearance of models of point flexagons can be improved by making the leaves 

from a stiff material, with the point hinges approximated by cord loops through holes 

near the vertices. This also makes them less difficult to manipulate. Meccano 2½ 

triangular plates are reasonable models of isosceles triangles, and they can therefore 

be used to construct Meccano models of triangle point flexagons. The point hinges 

can be approximated by Meccano cord loops at vertices. Reef knots should be used, 

and loops should be adjusted so that the plates are about ⅛ (3 mm) apart when a loop 

is pulled taut. A little glue may be needed to prevent knots unravelling during flexing. 

Cord loops do allow some twisting and this can make assembly and flexing difficult. 

 

A partially assembled Meccano fundamental triangle point flexagon made from 2½ 

triangular plates is shown in Figure 2. To complete assembly, fanfold the leaves 

together and tie the last loop. There are two enantiomorphs so the fanfolding can be 

done in two ways. A main position is shown in Figure 3a and an intermediate position 

in Figure 3b. 
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Figure 2. Partially assembled Meccano fundamental triangle point flexagon made 

from 2½ triangular plates.  

 

     
 (a)       (b) 

Figure 3. Meccano fundamental triangle point flexagon made from 2½ triangular 

plates. (a) Main position. (b) Intermediate position.  

 

With identical leaves there is nothing to identify the three different main positions. 

The flexagon can be made more interesting by using Meccano 2½  1½ triangular 

flexible sheets of three different colours. An example is shown partially assembled in 

Figure 4. To complete assembly, fanfold the leaves together and tie the last loop. 

There are two enantiomorphs so the fanfolding can be done in two ways. Figure 5 

shows one of the enantiomorphs. 

 

As assembled the flexagon is in intermediate position R(B)C (Figure 5a) where R 

indicates that the upper leaf is red, B that the lower leaf is blue, and C that the edge 

lengths of the upper leaf increase in the clockwise direction from top left. If the 

flexagon is turned over the flexagon is in main position B(R)A where A means 

anticlockwise. To flex round the 3-cycle shown in Figure 6 turn over the red leaf to 

reach main position R, where R indicates the colour of the single leaf. Then fold the 

red leaf underneath to reach intermediate position Y(R)C, and so on as shown by the 

arrows in the figure. The use of Meccano 2½  1½ triangular flexible sheets means 

that each of the intermediate positions has a distinctive outline. 

 

 
Figure 4. A partially assembled Meccano fundamental triangle point flexagon made 

from 2½  1½ triangular flexible sheets. 
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  (a)      (b) 

Figure 5. A Meccano fundamental triangle point flexagon made from 2½  1½ 

triangular flexible sheets. (a) Main position R. (b) Intermediate position R(B)C. 

 

 
Figure 6. The 3-cycle of a Meccano fundamental triangle point flexagon made from 

2½  1½ triangular flexible sheets. 
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